
Photomodel Collage - View of the Fish Farm and the Operations Building from inside the Restaurant
A fresh-fish restaurant offers a panoramic view of the fish ponds below it, and the landscape around it, from all four open sides.

Site Photo 1 - View of the Fish Farm site from its East End 
The 1.5 km-long Fish Farm is inserted into the unused land between two 18 ft dams.  Dirt roads run along the tops of each one.

Site Photo 2 - View of the East End of the Fish Farm site from below and between the two dams
Because of its irregular shape, the land depression is hard to harvest for agriculture, but ideal to ‘fill’ for aquaculture.

Site Photo 3 - View of a canal of an existing Fish Farm outside Vigevano, Italy
Canals and ponds for growing fish fill all the space inside the depression, but cannot be seen from outside the dams.      

Clay Model 1 - Path leading into the nearby small farming town, Cascina della Colonne    

Clay Model 2 - Plan View of the beginning of the North Path into Cascine della Colonne  
All dirt paths and paved roads in close proximity to the Fish Farm site are a sensitively considered part of the circulation plan.    

Clay Model 3 - crossing of The East Dam Road by an overgrown irrigation canal
The dams protect the farming towns from the River Po floods, and allow for the precise control of water through them.  

Wood Site Model - 1:500,  Pear with an MDF base 
The project consists of three parts :  the Operations Building (top), the Restaurant (bottom) and the fish pond fields.  

1:1000      The Fish Farm site at the intersection of the highway ‘SS35’ and the River Po

Sketch 1 - Graphite; How A Fish Farm Works 
This sketch catalogues the machines needed to operate an industrial-sized farm and shows how they harvest fish.

Plan 1 - 1:500, Graphite; The irregular shape of the man-made land-form
This drawing is an analysis of the relationships between the existing site, the two dams, and the dirt paths which intersect it.

Plan 2 - 1 : 750, Graphite; The Arrays of Fields and Systems of Circulation
The North Dam Road is maintained for operational uses of the farm only, and the South Dam Road is for public use.

Plan 3 - 1 : 500, Graphite; The Arrays of Fields and Systems of Circulation, the Restaurant and Operations Building
The two buildings are each clamped to a dam, and both are long and narrow buildings which extend into the farm.

Sketch 2 - Graphite; Concept for the Restaurant Section
The building is a steel-framed floor and corrugated-metal roof raised up on long thin steel legs for a view to all sides. 

Restaurant Section - 1:100, Graphite
The long section is like a covered dock that increases in ceiling height as you move through the building to its end.

Restaurant Plan - 1:100, Graphite
The Restaurant plan increases in width as you move through the building, pivoting in places like the plan of the farm.

Restaurant Study Model 1 - 1:100, Cardboard with Plexiglass; glue-gunned
The idea for the building is that it belongs to the type of the ‘animal-like’ machines which are used to harvest the fish.

Restaurant Study Model 2 - 1:100, Cardboard with Plexiglass; glue-gunned
The corrugated metal roof is important for the image of the restaurant as an industrial building that serves fresh fish.

Restaurant Study Model 3 - 1:100, Cardboard with Plexiglass; glue-gunned
Customers park on the dam and enter the building from the shortest end.  The fish are brought up from below.

Restaurant Model - 1:200, Painted Cardboard with Plexiglass; glue-gunned
At entry, a tall space for a bar also serves as a lobby to wait in before moving upstairs to tables lined along the kitchen.

Restaurant Model - 1:100, Brass; Steel Structural System
The building is large because it is an important steel object in the 1.5 km long site where everything else is concrete.
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From the Author

Concerning Architecture,  I think that more important than what one thinks are the people and things which one allows himself to be influenced by.  A good
architect, Mies van der Rohe said one time, “I dont want to be interesting.  I want to be good.”  And in his statement I find an attitude toward building, and 
in the works of Peter Zumthor I see it made beautifully in the world.  I think that once one chooses his influences, then good architecture becomes the result
of refining one’s own good judgment about things; about what is beautiful, about what is nice to look at.

In this short book, one line of text accompanies one image per page.  The text does not explain the project.  It explains to the reader only what he is looking
at; what material the thing is and what scale it is at.  This is because the project matters less than what is made on the page, and because no one is really
interested in explanations.  I do think that it is important that people are educated about things, and that they understand what they are seeing when they
look at something, but somehow I think that it is even more important to ask the questions, “Do you like it?  Does it feel right? Do you think its good?”  
And this is what I have tried to do.

The project is an Industrial Fish Farm, one and a half kilometers long, between two exisiting earth dams in the Lombardia region of Italy just north of Milan.

Matthew Jarvis
January 10, 2003
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